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Abstract
We provide two polynomial-time exact algorithms to compute a maximum stable set in graphs
that are respectively (P6, triangle)-free, and (P6, C4)-free. The algorithm devised for (P6, C4)-free
graphs is based on the search of simple augmenting trees and can be extended to heuristically
solve the problem in a general graph. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The graphs we consider are connected and loopless. A stable set in a graph G is a
subset of pairwise non-adjacent vertices of G. The maximum stable set problem (MS)
is that of computing a stable set of G with maximum cardinality.
MS is a well-known NP-hard problem [12] and remains dicult for triangle-free
[17], cubic or planar graphs [7,8]. However, MS can be solved in polynomial time in
several classes of graphs (that are usually called good classes). Actually, for certain
classes of graphs (e.g. perfect graphs), MS can be solved by linear programming [11].
Ecient combinatorial algorithms have been designed for particular classes of perfect
graphs such as bipartite [5], triangulated [10] and comparability graphs (that include
P4-free and permutation graphs) [9]. Furthermore, good classes of graphs have been
characterized in terms of forbidden subgraphs, such as claw-free graphs (that include
line graphs) [13,18], and (bull, chair)-free graphs [4] (a bull is a graph with ve
vertices a; b; c; d; e, and edges ab; ac; bc; bd; ce; a chair is a graph with ve vertices
a; b; c; d; e, and edges ab; bc; cd; ce).
We are interested in studying MS in graphs with no induced paths of given length.
Bacso and Tuza [2,3] provided structural characterizing properties of these graphs.
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Structural properties of stable sets in P5-free graphs can be also found in [6, 14].
However, the complexity of MS in graphs with no long induced paths is an open
question, and actually, it is open even for P5-free graphs; it is also open whether the
Strong Perfect Graphs Conjecture holds or not for them. On the other hand, polynomial-
time algorithms have been designed to solve MS in particular classes of P5-free graphs
obtained by forbidding further induced subgraphs [1, 14, 15].
In this paper we are concerned on stable sets in graphs with no induced P6. We
construct two polynomial-time algorithms to solve MS in (P6, triangle)-free and (P6,
C4)-free graphs. While it has been proved that MS is NP-hard for triangle-free graphs,
the computational complexity of MS is open for C4-free graphs.
The algorithm devised for (P6, C4)-free graphs is based on the search of simple aug-
menting trees. This algorithm extends a general heuristic method based on augmenting
paths that was shown to be exact for (P5, C4)-free graphs [14], and can be used to
nd sub-optimal solutions in a general graph.
2. Notation and preliminary results
Let G = (V; E) be a graph and U;W be subsets of V . We will indicate as NU (W )
the set of the elements of UnW that are adjacent to at least one vertex of W ; formally
NU (W ) = fv2UnW : (v; w)2E for some w2Wg:
If W is a singleton, i.e., W =fwg, then we write NU (w) instead of NU (fwg); if U=V ,
then we write N (W ) instead of NV (W ). We furthermore denote as G[W ] the subgraph
of G induced by W , and say that W dominates V if V W [ N (W ).
Other notations frequently used in this paper are:
 S(G): a maximum stable set of G;
 Ni(v): the vertices of G whose distance from v is exactly i. If i = 1, we omit the
index according to the usual convention;
 Pk : a graph with k vertices fv1; v2; : : : ; vkg and edges vj−1vj with 26j6k;
 Ck : a graph with k vertices fv1; v2; : : : ; vkg and edges v1vk , and vj−1vj with 26j6k.
Finally, let H be a graph; if G does not admit any induced subgraph isomorphic to
H , we will say that G is H -free.
About Pt-free graphs, we would like to report the main result of [3]. For any graph
G= (V; E), refer to the distance d(x; y) of two vertices x and y of G as to the length
of (= the number of edges in) a shortest path joining x and y. Let then m be a natural
number; the m-center of G is the set of vertices whose distance from any vertex of
G is at most m; furthermore a set yV m-dominates G if for every x2V there
is a y2Y such that d(x; y)6m. Bacso and Tuza proved that a connected graph is
P2t+1-free (P2t-free) if and only if each connected induced subgraph H of G satises
the following property: the t-center of H (t− 1)-dominates ((t− 2)-dominates) H .
In the next section, we will use a corollary of the previous result:
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Corollary 2.1. Let G be a P2t-free graph. Then the t-center of G is non-empty.
About the properties of stable sets in Pt-free graphs, some results can be found in
[6,15] with reference to P5-free graphs, but we do not use them in this paper. Instead,
we will use the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 2.2. Let S be a maximal stable set of a graph G=(V; E). Then S is maxi-
mum if and only if G admits no induced connected bipartite subgraph B= (B1; B2; F)
such that
(i) B1VnS; B2 S;
(ii) jB1j>jB2j;
(iii) N (B1) \ (SnB2) = ;;
The following theorem is a well-known result on stable sets in bipartite graphs [5].
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a bipartite graph. Then one can compute S(G) in time O(n2:5).
Let us nally introduce a general method to compute a maximum stable set S in
a graph G = (V; E): at each iteration take a vertex v2V and compute a maximum
stable containing v; then eliminate v from G. One can describe the method as follows:
Alpha(G)
Step 0: set S = ;;
Step 1: take an element v2V ;
Step 2: compute a maximum stable set S of G[VnN (v)]; if jSj> jSj, then set
S := S;
Step 3: set V :=Vnfvg; if V is empty, then STOP; otherwise, go to Step 1.
3. An O(n4:5) algorithm for (P6, triangle)-free graphs
The algorithm described in this section, which will be detailed in Section 3.3, is
based on method Alpha(G). In particular, at each iteration of Step 1, we will take a
vertex v of G fullling particular properties; however, we will see that this choice can
be done in polynomial time. In order to introduce these particular properties and to
show that also Step 2 of Alpha(G) can be then carried out in polynomial time, let us
prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph; and z 2V . Let then w2
N2(z); and Z = fa; b; c; d; egN2(z) such that Z induces a C5 of G with edges ab; bc;
cd; de; ea. Then:
(i) NN (z)(w) \ NN (z)(z) 6= ;;
(ii) if N (w)\ Z = ;; then there exist no vertices a0; b0 2NN (z)(Z) such that a0 (such
that b0) is non-adjacent (is adjacent) to w.
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Proof. Suppose that statement (i) is false, and let NN (z)(w)\NN (z)(Z)=; (clearly then
w does not belong to Z). Consider the edge ab; let x2NN (z)(w), and y2NN (z)(Z) be
such that y is adjacent to a (then y is non-adjacent to b). Then w is adjacent to either
a or b, otherwise vertices w; x; z; y; a; b induce a P6. But this implies that w is adjacent
to at least one extreme of each edge of the C5. This is a contradiction, since G is
triangle-free. Statement (i) then follows
Suppose that statement (ii) is false, that is, such vertices a0; b0 exist. Since G is
triangle-free, we can without loss of generality, suppose that a and b are, respectively,
adjacent to a0 and b0. Thus e is non-adjacent to a0, and c is non-adjacent to b0, otherwise
G contains a triangle. Note that e is adjacent to b0, otherwise vertices w; b0; z; a0; a; e
induce a P6. It follows that d is non-adjacent to b0. Finally, note that both c and d
are non-adjacent to a0. Suppose not: let then a0 be adjacent to, say c (it cannot be
adjacent to both c and d); then vertices w; b0; z; a0; c; d induce a P6. It follows that
vertices z; a0; a; e; d; c induce a P6 (contradiction).
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a (P6; triangle)-free graph G with n vertices; z 2V; and F 
N2(z). Then one can compute S(F) in time O(n3:5).
Proof. Let u2F , and let us show that if u is non-isolated in G[F], then G[FnN (u)] is
bipartite. It is sucient to show that G[FnN (u)] does not contain any C5 (note that if
such a C5 exists, then it is induced). Suppose indeed that a subset Z = fa; b; c; d; eg of
FnN (u) induces a C5 with edges ab; bc; cd; de; ea. By statement (i) of Lemma 3.1, one
has NN (z)(u) \ NN (z)(z) 6= ;. Note that NN (z)(Z)6NN (z)(u), otherwise, if we denote as
w a vertex of F adjacent to u, then NN (z)(w)\NN (z)(u) = ; (since G is triangle-free):
thus one has NN (z)(w) \ NN (z)(Z) = ; (contradiction, by statement (i) of Lemma 3.1).
It follows that there exist two vertices a0; b0 2NN (z)(Z) such that a0 (such that b0) is
non-adjacent (is adjacent) to u (this contradicts statement (ii) of Lemma 3.1). We have
then proved that if u is non-isolated in G[F], then G[FnN (u)] is bipartite.
To compute S(F), one can apply then algorithm Alpha(G[F]) just restating Step 2
as follows:
Step 2: if v is isolated in G[F], then set S := S[fvg, and go to Step 3; otherwise,
compute a maximum stable set S of G[FnN (v)]; if jSj>jSj, then set S := S;
From Theorem 2.3 it follows that the above step can be executed in time O(n2:5);
the assertion follows.
Recalling that, by virtue of Corollary 2.1, every P6-free graph G contain a vertex v
whose distance from the other vertices of G is less or equal to 3, let us introduce the
following notation.
Notation 3.3. Let G= (V; E) be a (P6, triangle)-free graph with n vertices, and v2V
such that d(v; w)63, for any w2V . Indicate then
I(v) = fw2VnN (v):w 6= v; and w is isolated in G[VnN (v)]g;
A(v) = fw2N2(v)nI(v):NN (v)(w) = N (v)g;
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H (v) = fw2N3(v):9 z 2A(v) such that z is adjacemt to wg;
B(v) = fw2N2(v)n(I(v) [ A(v)):9 z 2H (v) such that z is adjacent to wg;
C(v) = fw2N2(v)n(I(v) [ A(v) [ B(v)):9 z 2N3(v) such that z is adjecent to wg;
D(v) = N2(v)n(I(v) [ A(v) [ B(v) [ C(v));
K(v) = N3(v)nH (v):
It is clear that I(v)N2(v). Note furthermore that each vertex of A(v) is adjacent
to some vertex of H (v), and that, if A(v) is empty, then H (v) and B(v) are empty as
well. Finally, let us observe that the above sets can be detected in time O(n2).
Observation 3.4. It is immediate to verify that fI(v); A(v); B(v); C(v); D(v)g is a par-
tition of N2(v), while fH (v); K(v)g is a partition of N3(v). In particular, it is easy to
see that
(P1) A(v) induces a stable set of G and is isolated in G[N2(v)];
(P2) NN3(v)(C(v))K(v), while NN3(v)(D(v)) = ;;
(P3) If ab is an edge of G[N2(v)] (and then, by (P1), a and b do not belong to
A(v)), and if a2B(v) [ C(v), then fa; bg dominates N (v). In fact, let b 2N (v) be
adjacent to b, and let x2N3(v) be adjacent to a (then b is non-adjacent to a, and x
is non-adjacent to b); furthermore let b0 2N (v) be non-adjacent to both a and b. Then
vertices b0; v; b; b; a; x induce a P6.
(P4) If ab is an edge of G[N2(v)] and a2B(v) [ C(v), then fNN (v)(a), NN (v)(b)g
is a partition of N (v). It follows from (P3) and from the fact that G is triangle-free.
Theorem 3.5. Let G=(V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph. Then there exists a vertex
z 2V such that
 d(z; w)63; for any w2V and
 N3(z) is either empty or induces a stable set of G.
Proof. By Corollary 2.1, there exists a vertex v such that d(v; w)63, for any w2V .
Suppose that N3(v) is neither empty nor induces a stable set. Thus, there exists an
edge xy in G[N3(v)]. Let a; b2N2(v) with a adjacent to x, and b adjacent to y.
One has that
(i) a is non-adjacent to b. Indeed otherwise, if we denote by a and b two vertices
of N (v) that are respectively adjacent to a and b, then vertices a; v; b; b; y; x induce
a P6.
(ii) There exists a vertex a0 2N (v) such that a0 is adjacent to both a and b. This
easily follows by the same argument in (i).
(iii) fa; bgA(v) (and thus A(v) is non-empty). By symmetry, it is sucient to
show that a2A(v). Suppose not, and let u2N (v)nN (a). Then vertices u; v; a0; a; x; y
incude a P6.
(iv) D(v) induces a stable set of G. Suppose not and let rs be an edge of D(v).
Indicate as b0 a vertex of N (v) adjacent to r (and then non-adjacent to s). Then,
recalling (iii), the denition of sets A(v) and D(v), and in particular that A(v) is
isolated in G[N2(v))], one has that vertices s; r; b0; b; y; x induces a P6.
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By the above considerations, let us show the theorem holds for any z 2N (v).
Clearly, for any w2fvg [ N (v) [ A(v), one has d(z; w)62.
Let us now prove that N3(v)N2(z). Suppose not. Then there exists w2N3(v)
such that d(z; w)>2. Note that w is non-adjacent to any vertex of A(v), otherwise
d(z; w)=2: Furthermore, w is isolated in G[N3(v)]; otherwise (iii) would imply that w
is adjacent to an element of A(v). However, there exists a vertex r 2B(v)[C(v) such
that w is adjacent to r. Clearly, r is non-adjacent to z, otherwise d(z; w)=2; then there
exists a vertex b0 2N (v) adjacent to r. Recalling that b2A(v) and observing that r is
neither adjacent to x nor to y (otherwise (iii) would imply that r belongs to A(v)), one
has that vertices w; r; b0b; y; x induce a P6. We have thus proved that N3(v)N2(z).
Consider nally the elements of I(v)[B(v)[C(v)[D(v). Since z belongs to N (v),
for any w2 I(v)[B(v)[C(v)[D(v) one has that d(z; w)63, and thus, by the above,
one has N3(z) I(v) [ B(v) [ C(v) [ D(v). Recall that I(v) is stable and isolated in
G[I(v) [ B(v) [ C(v) [ D(v)]; moreover, from (P3) and (iv), it follows that if two
vertices of B(v) [ C(v) [ D(v) belong to N3(z), then they are non-adjacent.
Denition 3.6. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6, triangle)-free graph, and v2V such that v
satises the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5, i.e.:
 d(v; w)63, for any w2V and
 N3(v) is either empty or induces a stable set of G.
Then v will be called a good vertex of G. Clearly H (v)[K(v) induces a stable set of G.
Let us now formalize some properties of good vertices.
Lemma 3.7. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph; and v be a good vertex
of G. Then there is no edge between B(v) and K(v).
Proof. Suppose indeed there exist two vertices b2B(v) and k 2K(v), such that b is
adjacent to k. Let h2H (v) be adjacent to b, and let a2A(v) be adjacent to h (note
that A(v) and H (v) are non-empty since B(v) is non-empty). Finally, let x2N (v) be
non-adjacent to b. Then vertices k; b; h; a; x; v induce a P6.
Lemma 3.8. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph; and v be a good
vertex of G. Let a2A(v) and b2B(v). Then either NH (v)(a) \ NH (v)(b) = ;;
or NH (v)(b)NH (v)(a).
Proof. Suppose that NH (v)(a)\NH (v)(b) 6= ;; let h2NH (v)(a)\NH (v)(b). Recalling (P1),
one has that a is non-adjacent to b. Denote as x a vertex of N (v) non-adjacent to
b. If NH (v)(b) 6NH (v)(a), then there exists k 2NH (v)(b)nNH (v)(a). But then vertices
k; b; h; a; x; v induce a P6.
Lemma 3.9. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph; and v be a good vertex
of G. Suppose there exists an edge between B(v) and C(v). Then G[A(v) [ H (v)] is
complete bipartite.
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Proof. Suppose indeed there exist two vertices b2B(v) and c2C(v); such that b is
adjacent to c. Let us show that b dominates H (v). Suppose not. Then there exists
h 2H (v)nN (b). Let a2A(v) be adjacent to h; then let x2N (v) be adjacent to b
(and then not to c), and k 2K(v) be adjacent to c (and then not to b). Then vertices
h; a; x; b; c; k induce a P6. Thus b dominates H (v). The lemma follows from Lemma 3.8
and from the denition of A(v) (recall that each vertex of A(v) is adjacent to some
vertex of H (v)).
Lemma 3.9 suggests to separately analyse the following two cases:
Case 1: there is no edge between B(v) and C(v);
Case 2: there is an edge between B(v) and C(v).
In the sequel we let G= (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph with n vertices, and v
be a good vertex of G. Since our aim is to show that S(G[VnN (v)]) can be computed
in polynomial time, we then suppose without loss of generality that I(v) = ;.
3.1. There is no edge between B(v) and C(v)
Let us rst introduce a notation: let G=(V; E) be a graph, U be a subset of V; and
u be an alement of U . Indicate as JU (u) the set of vertices of the component of G[U ]
containing u (we mean that also an isolated vertex is a component). Clearly if G[U ]
is connected, then JU (u) = U .
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that there exists and edge bd; with b2B(v) and d2D(v).
Then; no vertex of JD(v)(d) adjacent to any vertex of C(v).
Proof. For brevity, we only show that d is non-adjacent to any vertex of C(v). The
assertion then easily follows since G is (P6; triangle)-free. Suppose that there exists an
edge dc; with c2C(v). Let h2H (v) be adjacent to b; and let a2A(v) be adjacent to
h; nally, let k 2K(v) be adjacent to c (and then not to b). Then, vertices a; h; b; d; c; k
induce a P6.
Notation 3.11. Denote as D0(v) the vertex-set of the components of G[D(v)] containing
a vertex d that is adjacent to some element of B(v); and as D(v) the set of vertices
of the components of G[D(v)nD0(v)] that are non-isolated in G[N2(v)].
Observation 3.12. Clearly fD0(v); D(v); D(v)n(D0(v)[D(v))g is a partition of D(v).
Furthermore note that
 D(v)n(D0(v) [ D(v)) is isolated in G[N2(v) [ N3(v)];
 Since D(v)n(D0(v) [ D(v))N2(v); by Lemma 3.2 it is easy to compute S(D(v)n
(D0(v) [ D(v)));
 there is no edge in G between W1 = C(v) [ K(v) [D(v) and W2 = A(v) [H (v) [
B(v)[D0(v) (recall Lemma 3.7, and that there is no edge between B(v) and C(v)).
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We then focus to nd a method to compute S(W1) and S(W2). Let us rst consider
W1.
Lemma 3.13. Let c2C(v). Then G[W1nN (c)] is bipartite.
Proof. It is sucient to show that G[W1nN (c)] does not contain any C5 (note that
if such a C5 exists, then it is induced). Suppose indeed that a subset Z of W1nN (c)
induces a C5. Since G[K(v)] is stable, Z can contain at most two elements of K(v).
Suppose rst that Z contains two elements of K(v), say h and k. Thus Z contains
two adjacent vertices of C(v); say a and b; respectively, adjacent to h and k. By (P4);
fNN (v)(a); NN (v)(b)g is a partition of N (v); thus, we can, without loss of generality,
suppose that there exist two vertices a0; b0 2N (v) such that
 a0 is adjacent to a; while it is non-adjacent to both b and c; and
 b0 is adjacent to both b and c.
Then, vertices c; b0; v; a0; a; h induce a P6.
Suppose then that Z contains one element of K(v); say k. Thus Z contains four
elements of C(v) [ D(v) inducing a P4. Denote as a; a; b; b the vertices of such a
P4; with edges aa
; ab; bb; then a and b are adjacent to k; and thus both belong to
C(v). If either a or b (or both) belong to C(v); then, by (P4); fNN (v)(a); NN (v)(b)g is
a partition of N (v). Thus, we can without loss of generality, suppose that there exist
two vertices a0; b0 2N (v) such that
 a0 is adjacent to a, while it is non-adjacent to both b and c; and
 b0 is adjacent to both b and c.
Then, vertices c; b0; v; a0; a; k induce a P6.
Suppose then that a and b belong to D(v); and consider k 0 2NK(v)(c). One can
easily see that NN (v)(a
) \ NN (v)(c) 6= ;; and NN (v)(b) \ NN (v)(c) 6= ;. If k 0a is an
edge, then k 0b is an edge as well, otherwise vertices c; k 0; a; a; b; b induce a P6.
Let t 2NN (v)(a) \ NN (v)(c); then vertices v; t; c; k 0; a; k induce a P6. If k 0a and k 0b are
not edges, then consider t0 2NN (v)(c); by (P4); t0 is adjacent either to a or to a, but
not to both. In the rst case, vertices k 0; c; t0; a; a; k induce a P6. In the second case,
t0 is adjacent to both b (otherwise vertices k 0; c; t0; a; k; b induce a P6) and b
 (otherwise
vertices k 0; c; t0; a; a; b induce a P6), that is G contains a triangle (contradiction).
Suppose nally that Z contains no elements of K(v).
If Z contains an element a2C(v); then denote as b a vertex of Z adjacent to a; by
property (P4) we can again suppose, without loss of generality, that there exist two
vertices a0; b0 2N (v) such that
 a0 is adjacent to a; while it is non-adjacent to both b and c; and
 b0 is adjacent to both b and c.
This contradicts statement (ii) of Lemma 3.1.
If Z contains no elements of C(v); that is, Z D(v); then, by statement (i) of
Lemma 3.1, NN (v)(c) \ NN (v)(Z) 6= ;. Let x2NN (v)(c) \ NN (v)(Z); write then Z =
fd; e; f; g; hg with edges de; ef; fg; gh; hd; and suppose without loss of generality, that
x is adjacent to f (then e and g are both non-adjacent to x). Let then k 0 2NK(v)(c);
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then h is adjacent to x; otherwise vertices k 0; c; x; f; g; h induce a P6. By symmetry, d
is adjacent to x as well. But this is a contradiction since G is triangle-free.
Observation 3.14. S(W1) can be computed in time O(n3:5). In fact
(1) If C(v) is empty, then S(W1)=S(D(v)[K(v))=S(D(v))[S(K(v)); by Lemma
3.2, S(D(v)) can be computed in time O(n3:5); while clearly S(K(v)) = K(v).
(2) If C(v) is non-empty, then one can partially apply algorithm Alpha(G[W1])
chosing at each iteration of the Step 1 only the vertices of C(v); and stoping the pro-
cedure as soon as C(v) is empty; denote then as S the stable set found (it is clear that
if there exists a maximum stable set T of W1 containing at least an element of C(v),
then jT j= jSj). By Lemma 3.13, Step 2 of this partial application of Alpha(G[W1])
can be executed in time O(n2:5). At this moment, to obtain S(W1), one has just to
compare S with S(W1nC(v)) = S(D(v) [ K(v)) (the latter obtained as in point 1).
Let us now consider W2. Clearly, if A(v) is empty then W2 is empty as well.
Lemma 3.15. Let z 2B(v). Then G[W2nN (z)] is bipartite.
Proof. By property (P1), one can repeat the argument of Lemma 3.13 by replacing
W1 with W2, c with z; C(v) with B(v); D(v) with D0(v); and K(v) with H (v).
Observation 3.16. S(W2) can be computed in time O(n3:5). In fact
(1) If B(v) is empty, then S(W2)=S(A(v)[D0(v)[H (v))=S(A(v)[H (v))[S(D0(v)).
Since G[A(v) [ H (v)] is bipartite, S(A(v) [ H (v)) can be computed in time O(n2:5).
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2, S(D0(v)) can be computed in time O(n3:5).
(2) If B(v) is non-empty, then, by Lemma 3.15, one can apply the same approach
of point 2 of Observation 3:14. Thus, in this case S(W2) can be computed in time
O(n3:5).
One can summarize the above by stating the following:
Theorem 3.17. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph with n vertices; and v
be a good vertex of G. If there is no edge between B(v) and C(v); then one can
compute S(G[VnN (v)]) in time O(n3:5).
Proof. Since fvg is isolated in G[VnN (v)]; the problem is then to compute S(G[(Vn
fvg)nN (v)]). The thesis immediately follows from Observations 3:12, 3:14 and 3:16.
3.2. There exists an edge between B(v) and C(v)
Write V 0=Vnfvg. By Lemma 3.9, G[A(v)[H (v)] is complete bipartite. This implies
that computing S(G[V 0nN (v)]) is equivalent of computing the best stable set between
S(G[(V 0nN (v))nA(v)]) and S(G[(V 0nN (v))nH (v)]).
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The approach used to compute S(W1) in Section 3.1 can be applied to nd S(G[(V 0n
N (v))nA(v)]), by substituting B(v) [ C(v) to C(v); H (v) [ K(v) to K(v), and D(v) to
D(v). Thus, by Observation 3:14, S(G[V 0nN (v))nA(v)]) can be computed in time
O(n3:5).
Consider now G[(V 0nN (v))nH (v)]. Recalling the denition of A(v) and property
(P1), one has that A(v) is stable and isolated in G[(V 0nN (v))nH (v)]. To nd S(G[(V 0n
N (v))nH (v)nA(v)]) one can apply the approach used to compute S(W1) in Section 3.1,
by substituting B(v) [ C(v) to C(v), and D(v) to D(v). Thus, by Observation 3:14,
S(G[(V 0nN (v))nH (v)]) can be computed in time O(n3:5).
Let us summarize by stating the following:
Theorem 3.18. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; triangle)-free graph with n vertices; and v
be a good vertex of G. If there exists an edge between B(v) and C(v); then one can
compute S(G[VnN (v)]) in time O(n3:5).
3.3. The algorithm
Using the above results, we have just to formalize a polynomial-time algorithm to
compute a maximum stable set in a (P6; triangle)-free graph.
Theorem 3.19. Let G=(V; E) be a P6; triangle)-free graph with n vertices. Then one
can compute a maximum stable set of G in time O(n4:5).
Proof. Recalling Notation 3:6, one can apply algorithm Alpha(G) just restating Step 1
as below:
Step 1: Find a good vertex of G[V ], say v, and check whether there exists an edge
between B(v) and C(v).
Since the property to be (P6; triangle)-free is ereditary for a graph, by Theorem 3.5
every induced connected subgraph of G contain a relative good vertex. Using a breadth-
rst-search, one can individuate in time O(njEj) a vertex w of G[V ] such that d(w; u)
63; for all u2V ; then, recalling the argument of Theorem 3.5, one has that if w is
not a good vertex of G[V ], then any vertex v2N (w) is a good vertex of G. Finally,
by Theorems 3.17 and 3.18, Step 2 of Alpha(G) can be carried out in time O(n3:5).
The thesis follows.
Observation 3.20. Let G = (V; E) be a graph. A well-known generalization of MS is
the following problem, usually denoted as the weighted maximum stable set problem
(WMS): associate with each vertex v2V a weight, i.e. a real number wv, and dene
the weight of each subset U of V as the sum of the weights of the elements in U ;
WMS consists in nding a stable set of G having maximum weight. Since method
Alpha(G) also works for WMS, and Theorem 2.3 holds for WMS as well, one can
then easily see that the algorithm provided to solve MS in (P6, triangle)-free graphs
can be used to nd an optimum solution in the weighted case as well.
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Observation 3.21. A paw is a graph with four vertices a; b; c; d and edges ab; bc; ac; ad.
Olariu [16] proved that if a graph is paw-free, then it is either triangle-free, or complete
multipartite. Thus, by the above, if G is a (P6, paw)-free graph, then WMS can be
soved in time O(n4:5).
4. An O(n4) algorithm for (P6; C4) -free graphs
Given a (P6; C4)-free graph G = (V; E) and a maximal stable set S of G, we will
show that S is maximum if and only if no vertex of G is the root of a particular
tree (simple augmenting tree for S) that will be dened owing to Lemma 2.2. The
fundamental step of the algorithm that we then introduce consists in checking whether
S admits a simple augmenting tree: if so, then we will be able to obtain a stable set
S 0, greater than S; otherwise S is maximum.
Notation 4.1. Let G = (V; E) be a graph, S be a maximal but not maximum stable
set of G. Then, by Lemma 2.2, G admits an induced connected bipartite subgraph
B(S)= (B1; B2; F) satisfying (i){(iii) of that lemma. We say that B(S) is an augment-
ing bipartite subgraph for S. Then, a vertex v2VnS is augmenting for S if v2B1.
If v is augmenting for S, then denote as B(S; v) a corresponding augmenting bipartite
subgraph (note that v may not belong to only one augmenting bipartite subgraph for S).
Furthermore B(S) is a simple augmenting path for S if B(S) is formed by exactly
three vertices (clearly two of them belong to VnS, while the third belongs to S).
Finally, B(S) is a simple augmenting tree for S if B(S) is a tree T such that (see
Fig. 1):
 T contains a vertex r 2VnS such that d(r; t)62, for any t 2T ;
 each vertex t 2T such that d(r; t) = 1 in T has degree 2 in T ;
 each vertex t 2T such that d(r; t) = 2 in T has degree 1 in T .
The vertex r will be called the root of the simple augmenting tree T for S.
Clearly a simple augmenting path is a particular simple augmenting tree.
Notation 4.2. Let G=(V; E) be a (P6; C4)-free graph, S be a maximal but not maximum
stable set of G, and v be an augmenting vertex for S. Let B(S; v) be an augmenting
Fig. 1. A simple augmenting tree with root r; the black vertices belong to S.
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bipartite subgraph for S. Then we denote as Ti(B(S; v)) the set of vertices of B(S; v)
such that, in B(S; v), their distance from v is i.
Since G is P6-free, T5(B(S; v)) is empty. Furthermore, note that:
(i) T1(B(S; v)) [ T3(B(S; v)) contains only elements of S; thus it induces a stable
set of G;
(ii) T2(B(S; v))[T4(B(S; v)) contains only elements of VnS; by denition of B(S; v),
it induces a stable set of G;
(iii) jT1(B(S; v)) [ T3(B(S; v))j<jT2(B(S; v)) [ T4(B(S; v))j;
(iv) each element w of T2(B(S; v)) [ T4(B(S; v)) is also an augmenting vertex for
S, and B(S; v) can be viewed as B(S; w), that is, as an augmenting bipartite subgraph
for S with root w.
Lemma 4.3. Let G= (V; E) be a (P6; C4)-free graph; S be a maximal but not maxi-
mum stable set of G. Then there exists an augmenting bipartite subgraph B(S; u) for
S (where u is clearly an augmenting vertex for S) such that T4(B(S; u)) = ;.
Proof. Let v2VnS be an augmenting vertex for S, and B(S; v) be an augmenting
bipartite subgraph for S. For brevity, we refer to B(S; v) as to B.
Suppose that T4(B) is non-empty, and let d2T4(B). Let c2T3(B); b2T2(B), and
a2T1(B) such that fa; b; c; dg induce a P4 of B. Note that jT1(B)j = 1, otherwise,
denoted as a0 an element of T1(B), with a0 6= a, then a0 is non-adjacent to b (since G
is C4-free), and thus vertices a0; v; a; b; c; d induce a P6.
Thus T1(B) = fag. Let us prove that, in B; d(b; x)63, for all x in B. Suppose not,
and let d0 such that d(b; d0)>3, in B; this implies that d0 2T4(B). Thus there exist
vertices b0 2T2(B) and c0 2T3(B), with b0 6= b and c0 6= c, such that fb0; c0; d0g induce
a P3 of B. Since G is C4-free, vertices d0; c0; b0; a; b; c induce a P6 (contradiction).
The lemma then follows from (iv) of Notation 3:2.
Lemma 4.4. Let G= (V; E) be a (P6; C4)-free graph; S be a maximal but not maxi-
mum stable set of G such that S does not admit simple augmenting paths; and B(S; v)
be an augmenting bipartite subgraph for S (where v is clearly an augmenting vertex
for S) such that T4(B(S; v))= ;. Then T3(B(S; v))= ;; and in particular; B(S; v) is a
simple augmenting tree for S with root v.
Proof. Suppose that T3(B(S; v)) is non-empty. We will show that then B(S; v) is not
an augmenting bipartite subgraph for S. For brevity, we refer to B(S; v) as to B.
Let c2T3(B); b2T2(B), and a2T1(B) such that fa; b; cg induce a P3 of B. Since
G is C4-free, for any vertex x2T2(B) one has jNT1(B)(x)j= 1.
Let us prove that for any vertex a0 2T1(B), with a0 6= a, one has jNT2(B)(a0)j61.
In fact, let a0 2T1(B), with a0 6= a, and let x2NT2(B)(a0). Then c is adjacent to x,
otherwise c; b; a; v; a0; x induce a P6. Thus, by (ii) of Notation 4:2, and since G is
C4-free, one has jNT2(B)(a0)j61.
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If there exists a vertex c0 2T3(B) such that there is a path of length 2 in B from
c0 to a vertex a0 2T1(B), with a0 6= a, then, using an argument similar to the previous,
one can show that jNT2(B)(a)j61 as well. Recalling (iii) of Notation 4:2, this implies
that, since T4(B)= ; and T3(B) 6= ;, B is not an augmenting bipartite subgraph for S.
If there exists no vertex c0 2T3(B) such that there is a path of length 2 in B from c0
to a vertex a0 2T1(B), with a0 6= a, then, using the assumption that G is (P6; C4)-free,
it is easy to see that T2(B) = NT2(B)(a). Since G is C4-free, for any x; y2NT2(B)(a),
one has NT3(B)(x) \ NT3(B)(y) = ;. Let Z denote the vertices x of NT2(B)(a) such that
NT3(B)(x) = ;; since S does not admit simple augmenting paths, one has jZ j61. If
jT1(B)nfagj>1, then (iii) implies that B is not an augmenting bipartite subgraph for
S. If T1(B) = fag, then Z = ; (otherwise there would exist a simple augmenting path
for S); thus (iii) implies that B is not an augmenting bipartite subgraph for S.
We have then proved that T3(B)=;. Finally note that, since G is C4-free, each vertex
t 2T2(B) has degree 1 in B; moreover, since S does not admit simple augmenting
paths, (iii) implies that each vertex t 2T1(B) has degree 2 in B. Thus B is a simple
augmenting tree for S with root v.
Recalling that a simple augmenting path is also an augmenting tree, from Lemmas
2.2, 4.3 and 4.4 it immediately follows:
Theorem 4.5. Let G=(V; E) be a (P6; C4)-free graph; and S be a maximal stable set
of G. Then S is not maximum if and only if there exists a vertex v2V that is the
root of a simple augmenting tree for S.
The problem is now to individuate a simple augmenting tree for S (if one).
Lemma 4.6. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; C4)-free graph with n vertices and S be a
maximal stable set of G. Then one can check in time O(n3) whether there exists or
not a vertex of G that is the root of a simple augmenting tree for S; and if so; give
the corresponding simple augmenting tree.
Proof. Let us rst check whether S admits a simple augmenting path; this can be done
in time O(n3). If S does not admit simple augmenting paths, then for each vertex of
VnS, we have to verify if it is however the root of a simple augmenting tree of S
(that is not a simple augmenting path).
Consider v2VnS; if v is the root of an augmenting tree B(S; v) for S, then
T1(B(S; v))=NS(v), while T2(B(S; v))(N (NS(v))nN (SnNS(v)))nfvg=M (v). For any
a2NS(v), write K(a) =N (a)\M (v); since G is C4-free, K = fK(a): a2NS(v))g is a
partition of M (v). Since S does not admit simple augmenting paths, each element of
K is a clique.
If jNS(v)j=2, with NS(v)=fa; bg, then it is sucient to check whether K(a)K(b)
contains an element formed by two non-adjacent vertices or not.
Consider now the case in which jNS(v)j>2. We have rst to verify if each element
of K is non-empty, otherwise it is useless to go on.
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If there exists no edge between two vertices belonging to two distinct elements of
K , then we have found a simple augmenting tree, where T2(B(S; v)) is formed by jK j
vertices, each one chosen in a dierent element of K .
If there exists an edge, say xy, with x2K(a) and y2K(b) (where a; b2NS(v)) then
let us show that v cannot be the root of a simple augmenting tree of S. It is sucient
to prove that K(a)[K(b) is a clique of G. Let c2NS(v), with c 6= a; b. Note rst that
each element z 2K(a), with z 6= x, is adjacent to y, otherwise vertices c; v; b; y; x; z
induce a P6. By symmetry, each element s2K(b), with s 6=y, is adjacent to x. Finally,
if two vertices z 2K(a) and s2K(b), with z 6= x, and s 6=y, are non-adjacent, then
vertices c; v; b; s; x; z induce a P6.
The thesis easily follows.
One can now prove:
Theorem 4.7. Let G = (V; E) be a (P6; C4)-free graph with n vertices. Then one can
compute a maximum stable set of G in time O(n4).
Proof. We have just to formalize a polynomial-time algorithm using the above results.
Algorithm 1
Step 0: Find a maximal stable set S of G;
Step 1: Check whether there exists a vertex v2VnS which is the root of a simple
augmenting tree B(S; v) for S;
 if so, then set S := (SnNS(v)) [ fvg [ T2(B(S; v)) and repeat Step 1;
 if no vertex is the root of a simple augmenting tree of S, then, by Theorem 4.5, S
is a maximum stable set of G.
Computational complexity immediately follows from Lemma 4.6.
We conclude by observing that Algorithm 1 can be used as a general heuristic method
to nd a sub-optimal stable set in any graph G. To this aim, the check required at
Step 1 can be performed as described in Lemma 4.6; of course, if G is not (P6; C4)-free,
then an augmenting tree for S could exist though the procedure fails.
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